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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the network selection for group calls in het-
erogeneous wireless networks (HWNs) with dynamic criteria. A
group call comprises multiple independent calls, such as: voice,
file-download, video-streaming, online-gaming sessions, etc. that
are activated concurrently on a multimode mobile node (MN). The
next generation wireless networks (NGWNs) have the capability
to support group calls from multimode MNs. Network selection for
group calls in HWNs is a complex and multi-criteria group decision
(MCGDM) problem. Existing works in the literature that addresses
the network-selection problem of the vertical handover (VHO) of
group calls assumes that the multiple criteria used for making net-
work selection decisions are static. However, in NGWNs, some cri-
teria, such as: MN’s speed, network’s service price, and network
traffic load, are used for making network-selection decisions for
VHO that are dynamic. The dynamics of the network selection cri-
teria for VHO of group calls affect the choice of the most suitable
selected network. Thus, it is important to consider decision criteria
dynamics when making network selection decisions for the VHO
of group calls in NGWNs. In this paper, a new network selection
algorithm that uses a MULTlplicative-form with Multi-Objective
Optimization Ratio Analysis (MULTIMOORA) for making net-
work selection decisions for the VHO of group calls is proposed.
An investigation into the effect of decision criteria dynamics on
VHO decisions for group calls is carried out. The performance of
the MULTIMOORA is validated by comparing it with TOPSIS,
a well- known MCGDM algorithm. The performance of TOPSIS
is seen to be unstable at high MN speed regions, unlike MULTI-
MOORA. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed scheme for making network- selection decisions for group
calls in HWNs with dynamic multi-criteria.

Keywords
Dynamic multi-criteria, Group calls, Network selection, Multi-
criteria group decision- making

1. INTRODUCTION
The current decade has witnessed an unprecedented growth in wire-
less communication- network’s capabilities [1, 2]. The demands
for ubiquitous network coverage and services are constantly on the

rise. A plethora of network services, such as: voice, file-download,
video-streaming and online gaming are now offered worldwide
by most wireless network operators [3]. These network services
present diverse range of quality of service (QoS) requirements.
Next-generation multimode mobile nodes (MNs) have the capa-
bility to simultaneously support two or more different classes of
calls [4]. Group calls comprise multiple independent calls, such
as: voice, file-download, video-streaming, online-gaming sessions,
which can be activated and sustained simultaneously, while the
multimode MN is attached to an access network within the HWNs.
Group calls can consist of dual calls, triple calls, quadruple calls,
e.t.c. Fig.1 shows the various multimode MNs making different
classes of calls in HWNs. The HWNs integrates the Wireless Lo-
cal Area Network (WLAN), Universal Mobile Telecommunication
Systems (UMTS) and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks to-
gether [5]. WLAN has the lowest support for mobility, and the
least coverage area [6]. LTE supports the highest mobility among
the three networks [6, 7]. WLAN can support 25-30km/h; UMTS
can support 90-100km/h and LTEs can support up to 150 km/h [8].
Each of these networks would support differently, the QoS require-
ment of a given group call from the MN. In Fig. 1, MN1 is hav-
ing a voice (single) call; MN2 is having voice and file-download
(dual) calls; and MN3 is having voice, file-download, and video-
streaming (triple) calls. The MNs are moving at different speed
within the HWNs.
Assume that an MN at a given time has initiated a video-streaming
from an access point/base station (AP/BS) on an access network;
and while the initiated video-streaming is ongoing, assume that the
MN receives an incoming voice call from the same AP/BS. The
access network should be able to support both calls simultaneously
without dropping/terminating the existing video-streaming call, or
blocking the in-coming voice call. On the receiver’s end, the MN
should not perceive any degradation in QoS of the existing/new
call throughout the duration of the call sessions. Achieving these
goals for group calls are serious challenges in HWNs. A wireless
network in HWNs may not be able to provide the desired QoS for
the group calls, due to the initiation of new call(s) concurrently
with the existing call(s). It is imperative for the HWNs to be able to
execute a fast and seamless vertical handover (VHO) of the group
calls to different wireless access network within the HWNs that can
satisfy the newly required QoS for the group calls.
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Fig. 1. Communicating multimode mobile nodes in HWNs

Switching from one optimum access network technology to another
allows an MN to achieve always best connection (ABC) within
HWNs [9–12]. This also ensures that the MNs exploit the full ben-
efits of the network’s profile configurations offered by the diverse
wireless networks. The VHO process allows such benefits to be re-
alized by allowing effective, fast and seamless switching between
the different wireless networks with minimal VHO latency. Net-
work selection in HWNs is determined by multiple- wireless net-
work criteria. Network selection in HWNs is a multi-criteria deci-
sion problem. Network selection for group calls is a multi-criteria
group decision problem.
Access network selection in HWNs is intrinsically a manifold prob-
lem; and it requires the consideration of numerous parameters
for efficient VHO decision- making. Classical network selection
schemes are based on single-criterion parameters, such as Received
Signal Strength (RSS) or Signal-to- Noise Ratio (SNR). Single cri-
terion schemes are inefficient for network selection in HWNs, be-
cause of the effects of the heterogeneity of network parameter stan-
dards across the HWNs.
The VHO decision- process in HWNs involves complex and often
conflicting multi-criteria. The VHO decision- process in HWNs can
be modelled as multi-criteria decision- making (MCDM) problems.
VHO decisions for group calls can be modelled as multi-criteria
group-decision (MCGDM) problems. The MCGDM is a logical ex-
tension of MCDMs for group- decision- making problems. MCDM
is an advanced tool of Optimization research technique for re-
solving multiple and often conflicting criteria decision problems.
A lot of MCDM schemes, such as: Simple Additive Weighting
(SAW), Multiplicative Exponent Weighting (MEW), Grey Rela-
tional Analysis (GRA), Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), Elim-
ination Et Choix Traduisant la Realite (ELECTRE), Technique for
Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solutions (TOPSIS),and
VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno
(VIKOR) have been utilized in HWNs,[9, 13–19].
Recently, there has been a growing research interest in develop-
ing new and efficient MCDM algorithms. In this paper, a new net-
work selection scheme that uses MULTlplicative-form with Multi-
Objective Optimization Ratio Analysis (MULTIMOORA) for mak-

ing network selection decisions for VHO group calls in HWNs is
proposed. The following are the main contributions of this paper:

—A comprehensive review of current network- selection algo-
rithms for single and group calls in HWNs.

—Consideration of decision criteria dynamics and the evaluation
of the effects of decision criteria dynamics on network-selection
decision- making for group calls in HWNs.

—Application of MULTIMOORA for making VHO decisions for
group calls in HWNs.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research paper to apply
MULTIMOORA to address the problem of network selection for
group calls in HWNs. Moreover, it is the first paper to investigate
the effect of decision criteria dynamics on VHO network-selection
for group calls.
This work provides a new dimension and a realistic approach to
wireless- network- selection problems for group calls; and it con-
siders the influence of the priority of classes of calls on wire-
less network selection for group calls. In order to demonstrate the
significance of MULTIMOORA as an effective network handover
decision-making mechanism, the simulation results of various case
studies are presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a re-
view of related work is presented; Section 3 discusses the VHO-
management process; Section4 introduces the MCDM group- deci-
sion problem. Section5 introduces the MULTIMOORA technique;
Section 6 presents MULTIMOORA’s application to VHO for group
calls using various case studies; while, Section 7 presents the nu-
merical simulation results and subsequent discussion. Finally, Sec-
tion 8 concludes the paper. A summary of the list abbreviations
used in this paper is shown in Table 1.

2. RELATED WORK
A review of the related work is provided in this section. In [13],
semi- and- fully distributed network- selection schemes based on
SAW being investigated for HWNs. In [14], the performance of
the VIKOR scheme for VHO decisions are compared with SAW
and TOPSIS. TOPSIS is observed to have similar performance with
VIKOR. However, the effect of criteria weights on the decisions of
MCDM schemes are not even considered in the investigations.
The application of ELECTRE in making network selection in
HWNs environment has been studied in [15] using three net-
work services, namely: Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), video-
streaming, and web- browsing. Ourania, et al. in [16] have studied
the problem of network selection between General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) and WLAN. A network selection scheme that inte-
grated AHP and GRA is proposed. The weights of the network QoS
are assigned, using AHP; while the GPRS and WLAN are ranked,
using GRA. In [17], a comparative study of the performance of
SAW, MEW, ELECTRE, TOPSIS, GRA and VIKOR for the exe-
cution of VHO decisions for voice and data connection applications
in HWNs is presented.
In HWNs, the network selection for a single call is influenced
by the type of calls requested i.e, voice, video-streaming, file-
download etc. Thus, for group calls the network selection decision
would be influenced by the interactive combination of the degree of
importance (or the priority) of these independent calls of the group
calls.
The problem of Radio Access Technology (RAT) selection for
group calls in HWNs has been addressed in [4]. A modified TOP-
SIS group-decision-making technique that selects the most suitable
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Table 1.

List of abbrevaitions
Item Meaning
ABC Always Best Connection
AHP Analytical Hierarchy Process
AP/BS Access Point/Base Station
ELECTRE Elimination Et Choix Traduisant la Realite
GDM Group Decision Making
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GRA Grey Relational Analysis
HWNs Heterogeneous Wireless Networks
km/h Kilometer per hour
LTE Long-Term Evolution
MbpS Mega bits per second
MCDM Multi-Criteria Decision-Making
MCGDM Multi-Criteria Group Decision
MEW Multiplicative Exponent Weighting
MN Mobile Node
ms Milli-second
MULTIMOORA Multi-Objective Optimization Ratio Analysis
NGWNs Next Generation Wireless Networks
PV Price Variation
QoE Quality of Experience
RAT Radio Access Technology
RSS Received Signal Strength
SAW Simple Additive Weighting
SINR Signal-to- Noise Ratio
TFN Triangle Fuzzy Numbers
TOPSIS Technique for Order Preference by Similarity

to Ideal Solutions
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems
VHO Vertical Hand Over
VIKOR VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

RAT, for a group of different classes of calls from a multimode MN
in HWNs, is proposed.
The authors in [20] investigated the effect of the call dynamics of
group calls on RAT selection in terms of the probability of having
the necessary vertical handoffs in HWNs that support voice, video-
streaming and file- download calls, using the Markov chain model.
In [21] the author extended the work in [4], by introducing a RAT
preference margin, which is a measure of the degree to which the
newly preferred RAT is better than the current RAT in reducing the
frequency of VHOs for group calls.
From the reviewed related works, the following shortcomings are
noted:

—Existing works are limited to the problem of VHO for single
calls; and hence, they failed to address the VHO for group calls,
except for work done in [4, 20] and [21].

—Existing works have not taken into consideration the dynamic
nature of some network-decision criteria, such as: MN’s speed,
network service price, and network traffic load in their problem
formulations.

To address these shortcomings stated above, in this work, a multi-
criteria network-selection scheme for making VHO decisions for
group calls in HWNs with dynamic multi-criteria is proposed . The
proposed scheme uses a MULTIMOORA algorithm to make the
network selection decisions for the VHO of group calls. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first paper considering the use

of a MULTIMOORA algorithm for making network-selection de-
cisions for group calls in HWNs. It is the first paper to investigate
the impact of decision criteria dynamics on network-selection de-
cisions for group calls. The following section introduces the VHO
management process in NGWNs.

3. VERTICAL HANDOVEER MANAGEENT
PROCESS IN NEXT GENERATION WIRELESS
NETWORKS (NGWNS)

Having an efficient VHO management process is vital for the seam-
less integration of diverse radio-access networks in NGWNs [22–
25]. Fig. 2 shows the three integral units of the handover manage-
ment process.

Fig. 2. Handover management process

3.1 Handover Decision-Information Gathering
This unit serves as repository and network discovery system for
newly available networks [26]. It gathers, manages and evaluates
the changes in the gathered handover information. It makes deci-
sions on whether to initiate a VHO process, or not to do so. QoS
application information (e.g., required bandwidth and minimum
delay), device terminal information (e.g., battery power level and
MN speed), network-context information (e.g., network security
and network traffic load), and users’ context information (e.g.,
users’ locations and preferences) are stored and managed on this
unit. When a VHO event is triggered, the vital information needed
for a VHO decision is consequently forwarded to the handover de-
cision unit. A handover event is usually triggered when the evalu-
ation of some of the collected key parameters indicates a necessity
for handover.

3.2 Handover Decision-Making
This is the core of the VHO management process [27]. It is also re-
ferred to as the network selector. This unit helps to decide whether
the MN should remain connected to its existing network, or switch
over to a more suitable network. In the case of switching the MN
over to another network, this unit decides the most suitable network
for the MN from the set of available network alternatives, using a
MCDM algorithm. It also takes into account the criteria necessary
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for VHO decision-making. The decision output of the handover de-
cision unit is passed on to the VHO execution unit.

3.3 Handover Execution
The handover execution unit ensures a smooth session transition,
and the transfer of the user-context information from the current
network to the new target network without any degradation in the
QoS of the ongoing calls [27]. The handover execution also helps
to facilitate the authentication and authorization of MNs to the new
target network [28].

4. MULTI-CRITERIA GROUP DECISON MAKING
PROBLEM

A group decision making (GDM) problem is defined as a decision
situation, where there are two or more experts who are charac-
terized by their own preferences/priorities trying to resolve a de-
cision, in order to achieve a common solution [29]. A decision-
making problem that involves several decision-makers considering
several criteria is called a MCGDM. A collective group decision
is reached, based of the aggregated weighting of the individual
decision-maker’s opinion in the group.
Consider a MCGDM problem with N criteria, M al-
ternatives, L group-decision members (DMs), G =
{DM1,DM2, · · · ,DMl, · · · ,DML} is the set of L group-
decision members, C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cj , · · · , CN} is the set
of criteria, and A = {A1, A2, · · · , Ai, · · · , AM} is the set of
alternatives. The weight vectors of the criteria with respect to each
group member is given by: W l = {W l

1,W
l
2, · · · ,W l

j , · · · ,W l
N},

l = 1, 2, · · · , L, where each W l
j is the weight assigned to the

jth criterion by the lth group-decision member. The weight
assignment satisfies 0 ≤ W l

j ≤ 1 and
∑N
j=1W

l
j = 1. A degree

of importance described by 0 ≤ βl ≤ 1 and
∑L
j=1 βl = 1 for

each group-decision member DMl, is assumed. βl is the assigned
weight/degree of importance of the group DMl .
The decision matrix for the MCGDM is given by:

D =

C1 C2 · · · Cj · · · CN



A1 x1,1 x1,2 · · · x1,j · · · x1,N

A2 x2,1 x2,2 · · · x2,j · · · x2,N
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Ai xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,j · · · xi,N
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

AM xM,1 xM,2 · · · xM,j · · · xM,N

(1)

To achieve a collective decision for the group, the group member’s
degree of importance and the weight vector of the criteria must be
aggregated to form the aggregate-group criteria weight vector Ψ
for criteria of the MCGDM problem. The aggregate group criteria
weight vector Ψ for the jth criterion is:

ψj =
1

L

L∑
l=0

βl ×W l
j , j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N. (2)

The variable, xi,j indicates the performance score of ith alternative
with respect to the jth criterion of the group decision matrix.

The aim of this paper is to propose a GDM methodology based
on MULTIMOORA. In the next Section, the MULTMOORA tech-
nique for group calls will be discussed.

5. MULTIMOORA TECHNIQUE
The MULTIMOORA is a new and powerful MCDM technique
that integrates three ranking approaches, namely: ratio system,
reference-point system, and multiplicative form. It uses the theory
of dominance to integrate the three independent ranking systems
mentioned above into a single ranking output. MULTIMOORA
is very simple, robust and accurate when compared with other
MCDM techniques for ranking alternatives [30]. MULTIMOORA
was first proposed in 2010 by Brauers, et al. [31]. In this section,
the MULTIMOORA methodology is applied to solve the problem
of VHO for group calls for multimode MNs in HWNs.

5.1 Network-Selection Problem and Proposed
Network-Selection Scheme

Consider the MNs moving across HWNs that support L class of
calls, with M available network alternatives, and N network cri-
teria. Let A = {A1, A2, · · · , Ai, · · · , AM} denote the set of
available network alternatives, C = {C1, C2, · · · , Cj , · · · , CN}
denote set of dynamic and static network criteria, G =
{DM1,DM2, · · · ,DMl, · · · ,DML} denote the set of supported
class of group calls (decision makers) from the MNs.
Let W l = {W l

1,W
l
2, · · · ,W l

j , · · · ,W l
N} be the assigned weight

of importance of the network criteria by the class of call DMl,
Let β = {β1, β2, · · · , βl, · · · , βL} be the set of importance of the
group call of L classes of calls.
The problem of obtaining the best network for the group calls from
MNs can be solved by MULTIMOORA as follows:

— Step 1: Construct the VHO decision problem as a decision ma-
trix D defined in equation (1).

— Step 2: Obtain the aggregate group criteria weight vector, Ψ
from the criteria weight vector and group member degree of im-
portance using equation (2).

— Step 3: Compute the weighted Euclidean normalized x∗i,j score
for the ith alternative with respect to the jth criterion as:

x∗i,j =
ψj × xi,j√

M∑
i=1

x2i,j

. (3)

If the larger the value of a criterion the better, such a criterion
is referred to as a benefit criterion; and all benefit criteria are
summed together. Likewise, if the smaller the value of the crite-
rion the better, such a criterion is referred to as a cost criterion.
And all cost criteria are summed together.

—Step 4: Compute the ratio-rank index, yi, for the ith alternative
as:

yi =

k∑
j=1

x∗i,j −
N∑

j=k+1

x∗i,j , (4)

where k is the cardinal value of the benefit criteria and (N − k)
is the cardinal value of the cost criteria. The higher the value of
yi , the higher the ratio-system ranking for the ith alternative.

—Step 5: Compute the reference point ranking index, y∗i , for the
ith alternative using the Min-Max metric of Tchebycheff, in as-
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cending order for the reference point system ranking,

y∗i = mini(maxj(rj − x∗i,j)). (5)

The lower the value of y∗i , the higher the ranking for the ith alter-
native in the reference point system. In the reference point sys-
tem, the reference points rj = mini(x

∗
i,j) and rj = maxi(x

∗
i,j)

are defined for benefit and cost criteria, respectively.
—Step 6: Evaluates the multiplicative form ranking index Ui for
ith alternative as;

Ui =
Ai
Bi
, (6)

where Ai =
k∏
j=1

x
ψj

i,j for ith alternative with benefit criteria,

j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k and Bi =
N∏

j=k+1

x
ψj

i,j for ith alternative with

cost criteria, j = k+1, k+2, k+3, · · · , N. The higher the mul-
tiplicative form ranking index, Ui, the higher the multiplicative
form ranking of the ith alternative. The MULTIMOORA rank-
ing of the ith alternative is based on its dominance in the ratio,
the reference-point and the multiplication form systems.

Three types of dominance rules exist: absolute dominance, gen-
eral dominance and overall dominance. The MULTIMOORA rank-
ing technique provides a ranking score of absolute dominance,
(1, 1, 1), for the ith alternative on a given ranked position, if
each ranking system ranked the ith alternative as 1, for that given
rank position. Given that w < x < y < z, the ith alternative
with MULTMOORA score (z,w,w) has general dominance over
the mth alternative with MULTMOORA score (y, x, x). Conse-
quently, (w, z,w) is generally dominating (x, y, x), and (w,w, z)
is generally dominating (x, x, y). The ith alternative with (y, y, y)
has overall dominance over mth alternative with (z, z, z). The
ranking systems of MULTIMOORA are dimensionless. For more
interesting reading on the application of dominance theory in the
MULTMOORA ranking technique, readers can see [14], [32], and
[33].

5.2 Network Criteria and Degree of Importance of
Group Call Specifications

Different classes of calls require different bandwidths, security lev-
els, and QoS from the access network available in HWNs. For
example, voice calls require relatively low delay and bandwidth;
while video-streaming calls require a relatively high bandwidth.
These requirements are not met equally by the access networks
available for all calls. Each wireless access technology has a limit
on the maximum amount of mobility it can support. Hence, for
MNs, the mobility is a very important factor that should be con-
sidered. Each access network will support the group calls’ QoS
differently at the various speeds of MNs.
In HWNs, VHO decisions for group of calls are based on static
and dynamic criteria. Examples of dynamic criteria are MNs ve-
locities, network delay, service price, network traffic load; while
examples of static criteria are the security level provided for the
class of calls, the maximum data rate, etc. Various networks have
different dynamic performances under varying speed of the MNs.
Some criteria (e.g., maximum data rate) are specified using real
numbers while other criteria (e.g., battery power consumption) are
specified using linguistic membership functions, as shown in Table
2 and Fig. 3. Table I and Fig. 3 show a 7-point linguistic member-
ship function terms. The linguistic terms are defined using triangle

fuzzy numbers (TFN), a1, a2 and a3, which are the lower, mid-
dle, and upper vertex values of the TFN, respectively. The TFNs
are consequently converted into their corresponding crisp numbers
using the formula [34],

Crispvalue =
1

6
(a1 + 4a2 + a3). (7)

Table 2.

7- Point linguistic terms
S/N Membership function TFN (a1, a2, a3) Crispvalue
1 Very Low (VL) (0,0,0.2) 0.0333
2 Low (L) (0.1,0.2,0.3) 0.2
3 Medium Low (ML) (0.3,0.35,0.5) 0.3667
4 Medium (M) (0.4,0.5,0.6) 0.5
5 Medium High (MH) (0.5,0.65,0.8) 0.65
6 High (H) (0.7,0.8,0.9) 0.8
7 Very High (VH) (0.8,0.9,1) 0.9

Fig. 3. Linguistic membership functions

In this work, the weights of classes of calls in group calls are spec-
ified in their linguistic membership terms, based on the degree of
importance of the classes of calls to the users. The weights are sub-
sequently converted into their corresponding crisp values. Different
wireless network criteria have different degrees of importance for a
given class of call. Different classes of calls have different weights
of degree of importance in a group call to different users. The as-
signed weight of degree of importance for a particular wireless net-
work criterion shows how important the criterion is to the class of
call; while the assigned weight degree of important to a class of
call in a group call shows how important the class of call is in the
group call to the users. The weight assignments are done once by
the users; and they can always be revised by the users [21].
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6. CASE STUDY: APPLICATION OF
MULTIMOORA TO NETWORK SELECTIOM

Considered the VHO of group calls for 1000 Multimodal MNs in
HWNs that consist of WLAN (A1), UMTS (A2), and LTE (A3).
The three integrated networks are assumed to be available for all
calls. HWNs and MNs support maximum of three classes of calls
in a group call. These are voice (DM1), file-download (DM2)
and video-streaming (DM3) calls. The MNs are assumed to move
across the HWNs with uniform acceleration (increasing speed from
0 to 100km/h). The five important criteria: MN’s speed (km/h)
(C1), data rate (Mbps) (C2), security level (C3), network delay
(ms) (C4), and service price (C5) for selecting the most feasible
network for each group call are considered. Hence L = 3,M = 3,
and N = 5.
Some of the decision criteria used for VHO in heterogeneous net-
works are dynamic; while others are static criteria, such as MN’s
speed, Network service price, network load, network delays are
dynamic; and they dynamically affect VHO decision for each net-
work, however for simplification analysis of this work, the network
delay is held constant.
LTE can support the highest MNs mobility among the three net-
works considered, while WLAN has the lowest support for MNs
mobility. However, at a low pedestrian speed, such as 3km/h, the
difference in mobility support across the integrated networks might
not be unduly influenced by the network with the best mobility
support; whereas at a higher vehicular speed, such as 90km/h, the
choice of most suitable network for MNs will be influenced by the
speed of MNs. Thus, the dynamic property of MN speed and its
effect on VHOs is a crucial factor that must be taken into consider-
ation in the design of efficient VHO for NGWNs.
Dynamic pricing has been used as an incentive to control users’
behaviour and utilization of network resources [35]. Network users
act autonomously and sometimes selfishly, without considering the
prevailing network traffic conditions. This user’s behaviour can
lead to congestion in the HWNs, during rush hours or high peak
periods. Network congestion can lead to loss of revenue for the
network operators and dissatisfaction in user quality of experience
(QoE). Network operator uses price variation (PV) to dynamically
vary its network service price. This helps to control the network
traffic load, network congestion and network-selection choice of
MNs. Dynamic pricing can helps to achieve the dynamic load-
balancing of the HWNs. The effect of PVs, as used by the network
operators to affect the relative choice of network selection cannot
be ignored in the design of effective network selection algorithms
for HWNs. When the network operator has no desire to control the
network traffic load, the PV is de-activated/ set to zero. When an
operator wishes to dynamically control the network service price,
due to rising network load traffic, the PV is activated. However,
network service price cannot increase infinitely with network traf-
fic load. Network users can not be charged an infinite amount for
utilizing any given network resource; hence the prices are bounded.
The above network operator’s service price behaviour can be mod-
elled by a sigmoid function.

— MN’s speed: The mobility criterion performance score for each
network is mathematically modelled as a linear function of MN

speed, as shown in the equations below:

SpeedWLAN = V H − 1

30k
(V H − V L)× speed, (8)

SpeedUMTS = V H − 1

90k
(V H − V L)× speed, (9)

SpeedLTE = V H − 1

100k
(V H − V L)× speed, (10)

where k = 26
27

.
— Dynamic price: The dynamic price criterion is mathematically

modelled for each network, using the sigmoid function below:

PriceWLAN = L− L−M
1 + eaWLAN [PV − cWLAN ]

, (11)

PriceUMTS = H − H − V H
1 + eaUMTS [PV − cUMTS ]

, (12)

PriceLTE = M − M −H
1 + eaLTE [PV − cLTE ]

, (13)

where aWLAN , aUMTS and aLTE are the steepness characteristics
of WLAN, UMTS and LTE network dynamic price criterion, re-
spectively. cWLAN , cUMTS and cLTE are the middle-point thresh-
olds of the dynamic price criterion for WLAN, UMTS and LTE
network, respectively. The mathematical subtraction operation for
two linguistic member functions and is given by:

A−B = (a1 − b1, a2 − b2, a3 − b3). (14)

The benefit criteria are MN’s speed, maximum data rate, and se-
curity level; while the cost criteria are network delay and network
service cost. The weights of the criteria vector and degree of im-
portance of classes of calls in the group calls used in this proposed
algorithm are randomly generated to model practical wireless net-
work operations for different users’ group calls and preferences.
MATLAB software is used for the simulation of the VHO of the
group calls.
The decision matrix D, for case study is given below as:

D =

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5[ ]
A1 SpeedWLAN 54 ML H PriceWLAN

A2 SpeedUMTS 7.5 V H V L PriceUMTS

AM SpeedLTE 24 H L PriceLTE

(15)
Table 3 shows the three case studies for different degrees of impor-
tance for difference classes of calls for triple calls.

Table 3.

Triple calls

Case study Voice File-download Video-streaming
1 H L L
2 L H L
3 L L H

In this simulation, the values of aWLAN , aUMTS , aLTE , cWLAN ,
cUMTS and cLTE are 0.29, 0.102, 0.25, 10, 90 and 15, respec-
tively.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this Section, the performance results of the proposed MULTI-
MOORA algorithm for triple calls using single (Fig. 4(a)-Fig.4(c))
and double (Fig.5(a)-Fig.7(c)) dynamic criteria are presented. The
performance of the MULTIMOORA is validated by comparing it
with TOPSIS, a well-known MCGDM algorithm. For better under-
standing and analysis of the results, the MN’s speed is classified
into three categories, namely: low MN speed (0-30 km/h), medium
MN speed (30-60 km/h) and high MN speed (60-100km/h). Also,
the PV is classified into low PV (0-30%), medium PV (30 - 60%)
and high PV (60-100%). In the legend, MA represents MULTI-
MOORA.

7.1 Single dynamic criterion: MN speed
Fig. 4(a) presents the result of high priority voice triple calls hand-
off. At low speed region, for MN’s speed below 10km/h, MULTI-
MOORA scheme selects UMTS network as the best network for
triple call, while switching over its network preference to LTE net-
work at MN’s speed above 10km/h.
This shows that at low speed, the relative mobility performance
advantage of LTE over UMTS networks is not a major decision
factor for VHO decision. TOPSIS scheme prefers the LTE network
all through the low speed region. TOPSIS scheme, however, fails
to exploit the benefit of low network delay offered by the UMTS
at MN low speed in the HWNS. At medium speed and beyond,
both schemes present the LTE network as the best network alter-
native. However, there is a decline in preference for LTE network
by the TOPSIS scheme, as the MN’s speed increases above the
medium speed region. This result by the TOPSIS scheme at in-
creasing MN’speed is contradictory. It reveals the relative instabil-
ity in TOPSIS; however the MULTIMOORA scheme preference
for LTE network above medium speed region is constant and sta-
ble.In Fig. 4(b), MULTIMOORA and TOPSIS schemes handoff at
least 50% of the high priority file-download triple calls to WLAN
at any MN’s speed below 23km/h, at a low speed region, and at
any MN’s speed below 37km/h at medium speed region, respec-
tively. At any MN’s speed above 37km/h, both schemes showed
that LTE becomes clearly competitive and a better alternative than
WLAN. TOPSIS shows a declining and unstable preference result
for LTE networks above medium speed region. In Fig. 4(c), MUL-
TIMOORA and TOPSIS schemes handoff atleast 50% of the high
priority video-streaming triple calls to WLAN at any MN’s speed
below 18km/h, at low speed region, and at any MN’s speed below
36km/h at medium speed region, respectively. LTE network clearly
outperformed WLAN and UMTS networks at above medium speed
region for both schemes. However, the relative instability of TOP-
SIS results at high MN speed region is also noticeable.

7.2 Double dynamic criteria: MN speed and PV
Fig. 5(a)-Fig. 5(c) present the results of high degree (priority) of
importance of voice in triple calls (voice (H), file-download (L)
and video-streaming (L) calls). In Fig. 5(a), less than 4% of the
calls are admitted to WLAN through handoff at a low PV region
and no group call is handoff to WLAN outside this region. In Fig.
5(b), it shows that above low PV region and for MN’s speed less
than 80km/h, UMTS is selected as the best wireless network.
The results in Fig. 5(c) revealed that LTE network selections for
high priority voice triple calls are highly affected by network ser-
vice price dynamics. Above 20% PV and at any speed less than
80km/h, less than 55% of the triple calls are handoff to LTE. How-
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(a) High priority voice triple call handoff
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(b) High priority file-download triple call handoffs
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(c) High priority video-streaming triple call handoffs

Fig. 4. Triple call handoffs for high priority voice (a), file-download (b)
and video-streaming (c)
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(a) WLAN :voice(H), file-download (L) and video-streaming (L)

(b) UMTS :voice ( H), file-download (L) and video-streaming (L)

(c) LTE: voice (H), file-download (L) and video-streaming (L)

Fig. 5. High priority voice triple call handoffs to (a) WLAN), (b) UMTS
and (c) LTE

(a) WLAN :voice(L), file-download (H) and video-streaming (L)

(b) UMTS :voice (L), file-download (H) and video-streaming (L)

(c) LTE: voice (L), file-download (H) and video-streaming (L)

Fig. 6. High priority file-download triple call handoffs to (a) WLAN, (b)
UMTS and (c) LTE
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(a) WLAN :voice(L), file-download (L) and video-streaming (H)

(b) UMTS : voice ( L), file-download (L) and video-streaming (H)

(c) LTE: voice ( L), file-download (L) and video-streaming (H)

Fig. 7. High priority video-streaming triple call handoffs to (a) WLAN,
(b) UMTS and (c) LTE

ever, above 60% of the triple calls are handoff to LTE any speed
above 80km/h.
Fig. 6(a)-Fig. 6(c) present the results of the high priority of file-
download in triple calls (voice (L), file-download (H) and video-
streaming (L) calls). Fig. 6(a) reveals that at low speed region, the
percentage of calls admitted to WLAN through handoff decreases
from about 85% to 24%. For MN speed above 40km/h, the WLAN
network is not selected for high priority file-download triple call
handoff, irrespective of PV. It is shown in Fig. 6(b), that at the low
speed region, the percentage of handoff calls to UMTS increases
from 0% to its maximum of 14% within 40-80 PV. However, be-
yond the low speed region, 0% of triple calls are handoff to UMTS.
Fig. 6(c) reveals that LTE network selection for high priority file-
download triple call is marginally affected by network service price
dynamics. Fig. 6(c) shows that at above 40km/h, LTE is the best
network of choice for the high degree of importance file-download
triple calls compared with the rest of the networks.
Fig. 7(a)-Fig. 7(c) present the results of high priority of importance
of video-streaming in triple calls (voice (L), file-download (L) and
video-streaming (H) calls). At MN’s speed above 42km/h, 0% of
triple calls are handoff to the WLAN network, irrespective of any
PV, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The results in Fig. 7(b) reveal that PV
can be used as an incentive to raise the percentage of handoff calls
to UMTS at low speed from 0% up to a maximum of 48% within
PV’s range of 40% to 80%, at about MN’s speed of 20km/h. How-
ever, above low speed region percentage of handoff calls to UMTS
drops to practically 0%, irrespective of PV. The UMTS network is
the most influenced by network service price dynamics. LTE net-
work has a superlative performance for high degree of importance
of video-streaming triple calls, as shown in Fig. 7(c). At MN’s
speed above 80km/h, about 100% of the triple calls in the HWNs,
are handoff to LTE networks, LTE network is the least influenced
by network service price dynamics for high degree of importance
video- streaming triple calls.

8. CONCLUSION
The MULTIMOORA scheme for network selection for vertical
handoff of group calls has been proposed and its performance eval-
uated. The proposed scheme considered the dynamics of access
network selection criteria in making vertical handoff decisions for
group calls. The performance of MULTIMOORA is compared with
TOPSIS. The of performance of TOPSIS is seen to be unstable at
the high speed-region, unlike MULTIMOORA.
The effect of the dynamic criteria are investigated. The results
clearly showed that the MN speed heavily influenced the selec-
tion of LTE as target network for VHO for MN’s speed above
medium speed region. At above medium speed region, the larger
network coverage area of LTE makes it relatively very competitive
network for VHO. This choice ensures lesser frequency of han-
dover; and hence, it reduces the network overhead load. The results
also showed that dynamic pricing criterion influenced the most, the
selection of LTE for high priority voice triple calls and UMTS for
high priority file-download and video-streaming triple calls.
The investigation into the effect of criteria interdependence on
VHO of group calls by using the analytical network process (ANP)
is set aside for future work,.
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